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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a proof-of-concept of a visual navigation
tool for a personalized “sandbox” of Wiki pages. The navigation tool
considers multiple groups of algorithmic parameters and adapts to
user activity via graphical user interfaces. The output is a 2D map
of a subset of Wikipedia pages network which provides a different
and broader visual representation – a map – in the neighborhood
(according to some metric) of the pages around the page currently
displayed in a browser. The representation schema includes the incorporation of a kind of transparency in the algorithmic parameters
affecting the presentation of the landscape visualization, which in
turn enables the delivery of a personalized canvas, designed by the
user. A case study shows the combination of four different sourcing
(i.e., identification and extraction of the neighboring pages) rules
and three layouts over the same Wikipedia subnetwork. The basic
schema is readily adapted to other search experiences and contexts.
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INTRODUCTION

Wikipedia is an important source of information [30]. For many
people, going to Wikipedia is just the first step in an information
search task. A standard search trajectory would then take place,
realized as a sequence of clicks, effectively something of a constrained, yet still “random" walk from the Wikipedia page starting
point, alike at least in spirit to the “random surfer" model that gave
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birth to PageRank [9] (and Google) whose depth and penetration
of the space of relevant webpage resources can and does depend on
many contingent characteristics. Regardless of the starting point, in
this click-by-click revealing of the relevant (one hopes!) knowledge,
it may be easy to miss or get distracted away from the original
motivation for inquiry. More broadly, in such a blinded navigation
the user is unaware of the way in which the webpages she visits
relate to one another. Inadvertently she may be stuck in cul-de-sac
of narrowly defined information or strayed very far from her initial
search goal. It is with this in mind, that we take on and suggest
an alternate option, one that promotes a notion of visual search,
that presents a map-like visual summary of the page neighborhood,
thereby possibly promoting a broader field of vision in the search
process and highlighting different criteria for navigation.
We propose a visual navigation tool for Wikipedia based network
visualization, which allows users to select their preferred query
target as the root page, and visualizes the local “sandbox” of related
pages in the form of a 2D map on a “canvas" (viewing platform).
Our motivation arises from the user experience of standard query
on Wikipedia. Figure 1a shows a list of related pages when the
query input is not exactly matched to a Wikipedia page. More often,
Wikipedia will load a new page in the browser or redirect it to a
similar one as Figure 1b. We believe a visual navigation tool might
be a useful broadening of our verified knowledge boundary during
browsing better than such a list of results or unexpected redirection.
For example, a series automatically updated maps of the surrounding pages in the network space could display a broader view
of the information space that both illustrate the distance among
those nodes (pages) while also providing some sense of context for
the material on the page. A visual navigation tool based on Wiki
page networks could also facilitate a user’s understanding of the
local network structure, and would bring more transparency to
the query results. While the network structure articulates the link
relationships between pages, the use of other kinds of metadata
(from the user and other users as well from the webpages) raises
the possibility of creating a non-link distance structure (metric) for
the neighborhood, and with that, new possibilities for display and
user interaction. User response to the 2D Wiki map might also offer
interaction data for user-behavior oriented research projects. While
the focus of this article is on the Wikipedia environment, the general framework of user-controlled network navigator is not limited
to Wikipedia corpus. For example, the dynamic graph visualization
may also work as a recommender for online shopping or the World
Wide Web as a whole.
In this paper, we present some initial ideas around the design of
a personalized visual navigation system on Wikipedia. Generally,
the data flow starts from a seed Wikipedia page. A “sandbox" of
related pages is defined by a distance threshold on the Wikipedia

(a) Query result: a list of related Wikipedia pages.

(b) Redirection to a new page.

Figure 1: Interfaces of query results on Wikipedia.
page network, in which a directed edge from page A to page B
means page A cites B in the HTML source file. The navigator will
interact with users to get the desired algorithmic parameters of
the visualization to be personalized. Behind the user interface, diverse algorithms implement the tasks of node filtering, coordinate
computation and edge selection due to a limited size of screen.
Though researchers have intended to diversify the user experience
of Wiki with visual effects [13, 24, 27], our contributions include
the possibility of real-time updated visual navigation that responds
to users browsing in the open space of Wikipedia pages, and the
fact that nodes on the screen are determined by the personalized
algorithmic parameters directly set by users. As users are often
only aware of the pages that comprise their browsing paths only
relatively “blind” to any “surrounding" ones, we hope our design of
such an immersive visual navigation would make for a more useful
Wikipedia search experience.
Section 2 surveys related work about Wikipedia tools and network navigation. In Section 3, we propose a data pipeline of the
visual navigation system and the options of three groups of algorithmic parameters. Section 4 provides the details of implementation.
Section 5 illustrates the final output of network visualization of
a query word, as well as the comparative analysis of the effects
of algorithmic parameters. Section 6 briefly describes the design
of user study. Finally, Section 7 concludes the initial findings and
directions of further development.
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RELATED WORKS

Several projects have focused on Wikipedia navigation, as relates
to efficient browsing. Lamprecht [19, 20] discussed the influences
of Wikipedia navigation policies and the structure of Wikipedia

pages network. Odor [24] presented the evolution of Wiki hyperlink
networks to aid navigation and understanding. Another automatic
tool [27] aimed to generate info-boxes for Wikipedia pages from
a Wikipedia knowledge graph. In a different direction, Leibon et
al. [22] show how the Wikipedia pages around a given topic – e.g.,
mathematics – can support a metric and thus structure of a hyperbolic geometry and with that, enables the construction of geodesics
(paths in the Wikipedia space) that optimally guide a user’s viewing experience (the use case of the paper is the MathWikipedia).
Figshare [1] provided content-based embeddings learned from Wiki
corpus as the navigation vectors on a 2D plane. Cartograph [29]
enables the presentation of a vast map of Wikipedia pages with the
embeddings learned from neural networks. The last of these differs
from our proposed navigation schema which when fully realized
would allow users to change the visualization and any underlying
metric supporting the visualization.
Also related is work on semantic annotation and some applications of collaborative filtering applied to Wikipedia data. IkeWiki [28]
and SweetWiki [10] made the inherent structure of a Wikipedia
page accessible to users and computing machines via annotations
derived from semantic methods (e.g., RDF and conceptual graphs).
A visual analytics framework [13] illustrated how editors could
work together for a public visualization of Wikipedia data.
Researchers also have been working on diverse kinds of Wiki
tools to improve knowledge transfer and user experience. Harder
et al. [17] designed a new measure to model and display the degree of “verifiability" of a Wikipedia page and implemented a
demo in a Chrome browser extension. A visual article development tool [15] explored editor interaction history to deal with
disagreement. Balaraman [7] proposed a new metric to describe
the relative completeness of Wikipedia data. Gundala [16] reported
the initial progress about predicting hyperlinks between pairs of
non-connected pages that are helpful for search navigation. WikiTrails [26] provides a tracking system of visited Wikipedia pages to
facilitate the understanding of Wikipedia content structure. Omnipedia [8] visualized multi-language editions of the same Wikipedia
page via colorful circles in different sizes based on an article alignment algorithm, but it ignored network analysis. SuggestBot [11]
proposed a link recommendation framework to match people with
suitable editing tasks on Wikipedia.
Lastly, there is now a growing body of experimentation with
the digital interfaces for searching and exploring traditional information materials, specifically for the interaction with libraries.
An interesting example of this is the Harvard Stacklife project1 ,
that aims to bring back to online library search the missing – and
bemoaned – loss of the serendipity of browsing the stacks that
occurs when going to retrieve a book of interest. It is in the spirit
of such exploratory serendipity that we present the work in this
paper. Another interactive graph [21] allows users to set up the
weights of link structure measures and textual similarity for a 2D
map of legal documents, from which researchers explore how new
opinions influence the search behavior of judges and litigants and
thus affect the law.

1 http://stacklife.harvard.edu
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DATA PIPELINE

In this section, we present the data pipeline starting from a seed
Wikipedia page to the visualization of related pages. The following
steps combine user interface and algorithm-based computation for
a personalized and transparent visualization. In this case, transparency means that users would know how the thing they are
looking at is made, while customizability means that users have
the power to directly change the input parameters in our proposed
navigation system. We hope the customizability and the idea of network space visualization could make the navigation system more
transparent.
Wikipedia Seed Selection. The “seed page" represents the userdefined center or starting point for a neighborhood of Wikipedia
pages of interest for a given topic.
Wikipedia pages crawler. If a Wikipedia page cites another
one in the main context, they are a pair of linked nodes in the
network of Wikipedia pages. Among the billions of Wikipedia
pages, in this preliminary proof-of-concept study we work with
only a very small subset and limit the range of the crawler with
some threshold on the distance between a candidate page to the
seed.
Parse sandbox structure. Given a seed page, the downloaded
subset of Wikipedia “nearby" pages is our “sandbox". Our processing
and analysis do not edit their content. This step aims to build the
network of the observed local Wikipedia pages around the seed.
There are various options for thresholding the neighborhood (e.g.,
all pages within some fixed linked distance of the seed). A Wikipedia
(sub)-network not only contains the surrounding nodes, but also the
edges among them. Here we define the weight of an edge between
two nodes as the number Wikipedia pages that cite both of them. For
a given node, this weight enables a sorting of its direct neighboring
nodes (i.e., with a distance of one) in the network.
Set algorithmic parameters. Different from traditional digitalart based user interface (UI) design, here we propose a framework
for algorithmic visualization for a (sub-) network of Wikipedia
pages. It contains three groups of parameters, set by users, to make
the visualization more transparent:
(1) The rule of nodes sourcing and ranking. Here we apply
four different methods: semantic content-based similarity,
graph structure, collaborative filtering of users browsing
and an overall PageDist (cf., [21]) metric derived from link
and content similarity. The navigation tool could display
a limited number of nodes within a canvas, compute the
internode distance matrix and then use that for node placement/visualization. For example, we compute the distance
between two Wikipedia page titles according to the word
vector representation GloVe [18]. It is also possible to sort the
neighboring nodes with some network science features (e.g.,
node degree, PageRank centrality). To simulate collaborative
filtering, we assume that the frequency of concurrence on a
third page is proportional to the probability of users preference for the two pages. The PageDist [21] metric considers
the commute distance in a transition matrix, which is derived
from both in-out link structures and semantic similarity of
texts. All the sourcing methods are independent with the
link structure of the downloaded pages in the sandbox. In

the previous step of crawling, we have applied a distance
threshold. If the navigator serves the whole Wikipedia network without a radius in the crawling step, those sourcing
methods could narrow down the range of candidates as well.
(2) Definition of “nearby" nodes on the canvas. According to the
selected sourcing and ranking method for a small number
of candidate nodes to display with the seed on a canvas, we
could sort all surrounding nodes according to their feature
similarity to the root page. Therefore, for any two nodes
appearing on the canvas, their relative proximity to the center node would be in accordance with their rankings in the
sorted list of their feature similarity to the root page. Another definition of proximity comes from the result of a user
preference predictive model, where the neighboring nodes
with a larger probability of preference will be closer to the
center node. Those two settings may be in accordance with
each other, but sometimes a user might explore some new
pages rather than the most similar one. This might be especially true when looking for information about particularly
divisive or “charged" subjects.
(3) Layout of nodes. We try to locate the current Wikipedia
page at the center of a canvas, except in the case of using
the 2D multidimensional scaling [12] (MDS). If the second
setting (i.e., closeness to the center) is defined by the feature
similarity from the sourcing rule, the surrounding nodes
should follow the order of their distances to the root page in
the feature vector space. We implement spiral and spectral
layouts to adapt to a ranking of the selected nodes. Both
layouts point out the “close” neighbors and grant users the
access to adjust parameters for their desired neighboring
nodes. The assigned node coordinates in MDS match the
idea of preserving between-node distances rather than the
arbitrary design of spiral/spectral layouts.
Visualization. As a part of computational visualization, several
factors might limit the actual effects, such as the size of the available
screen (i.e., “canvas") to present the Wikipedia network, the number
of pixels in a fixed size canvas (i.e., resolution), and the suitable
number of nodes/edges. In addition, the location of a node should
follow the general direction defined by the layout. Therefore, except
for the MDS option, we first compute coordinates in a polar system,
then transform it to the 2D plane coordinates. This step needs
the help of an external visualization package which places nodes
on a 2D plane at the accurate coordinates, so that users could
present a non-standard yet desired layout on a canvas. Though
many algorithmic terms are introduced in this tool, non-expert
users could compare the differences in visualization and – with
a little experience and/or training – adjust parameters for their
preferred result.
Update the Sandbox. We hope the navigation system could incorporate user activities, such as hyperlink clicks, revisiting a page
or long-time browsing. Once monitoring the above activity, the system should return to the second step to crawl some new Wikipedia
pages, and update the Wikipedia network with the following steps,
such as a new seed page and new selected neighbors. In this way,
the navigation tool could extend to an open Wikipedia space and

gradually collect user preference records for other personalized
services on Wikipedia.
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SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we briefly introduce the implementation of a proofof-concept visual navigation system for Wikipedia pages which
follows the data pipeline defined in Section 3. It is developed in
Python because of multiple efficient existing programming packages. Selenium [23] enables the detection of the current URL in a
browser. Tkinter [4] offers the UI modules (e.g., input frames and
radio buttons) for Wikipedia seed confirmation in Figure 2 and
algorithmic parameters settings in Figure 3. With the input of a
seed Wikipedia page, Urllib [5] downloads all the cited Wikipedia
hyperlinks in the seed page with the help of a regression expression
matching function. BeautifulSoup [2] facilitates the analysis of hyperlinks in local HTML files so that we could build the network of
Wikipedia pages in the “sandbox”. NetworkX [3] could place a node
at the given coordinates in a 2D plane, so the navigator displays
the same layout as what users choose (see Figure 3). Here we show
examples of the visualization.

Figure 2: The user interface of Wikipedia seed selection.
Users could input a seed or select the current one in a
browser.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Film
36 Classical_Hollywood_cinema
Screenplay
37 Cult_of_personality
Documentary_film
38 Public_relations
Television
39 Principal_photography
Film_production
40 Color_motion_picture_film
Film_genre
41 Spectacle_(critical_theory)
Short_film
42 Script_breakdown
Art_film
43 Videography
Movie_studio
44 Main_Page
Independent_film
45 Film_industry
Sound_film
46 Cinematography
Silent_film
47 Special_effect
Soundtrack
48 Internet
Science_fiction_film
49 Visual_effects
Film_history
50 Post-production
Film_director
51 Storyboard
Film_editor
52 Film_score
Feature_film
53 Film_crew
Animation
54 Sound_effect
Film_release
55 Guerrilla_filmmaking
Film_editing
56 Filmmaking
Pitch_(filmmaking)
57 Streaming_media
Digital_object_identifier
58 American_Dream
Concentration_of_media_
24
59 Film_treatment
ownership
25 News_broadcasting
60 Media_event
26 Shooting_schedule
61 Docufiction
27 Occupation_(protest)
62 Culture_industry
Cinema_of_the_United_
28
63 Managing_the_news
States
29 Crowd_manipulation
64 Strike_action
30 Recuperation_(politics)
65 United_States
International_Standard_
31
66 Daily_progress_report
Book_Number
32 Daily_production_report
67 Mainstream_media
33 Breaking_down_the_script 68 Screenwriting
34 Demonstration_(protest)
69 Political_satire
35 Roadshow_theatrical_release 70 Bollywood
Table 1: Dictionary of the nodes selected by four sourcing
methods.
Extensions of this simple approach may include (1) a much wider
range of online Wikipedia pages around the seed page (2) a combination of more advanced algorithmic settings without too much
time cost.
Therefore, an upgraded version of Wikipedia navigation might be
an online application deployed on a powerful server to execute the
data pipeline fast. As a starting point, the proof-of-concept satisfies
the requirements proposed in Section 3, and several packages could
be reused in the advanced version, too.
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Figure 3: The user interface of algorithmic parameter selection for network visualization.
The implementation we describe above thus assumes an offline
deployment to determine a subset of edges and links on the screen.

CASE STUDY

To illustrate the diverse kinds of 2D maps for Wikipedia navigation,
we take the Wikipedia page “Film" as the seed, and crawl all its direct
neighbors at depth one, all of which are cited on the “Film” page.
Following the steps in Section 3, we set a threshold of 100 on the
node degree (i.e., the number of links it has) to get a denser network

(a) Semantic content.

(a) Spiral.

(b) Network structure.

(b) Spectral.

(c) Collaborative filtering.

(c) MDS.

Figure 5: 2D map visualization under different layouts. The
distance to Node 1 is derived from feature similarity. The
common sourcing method is semantic content. An orange
diamond represents the root page.

(d) A mixed PageDist [21] metric.

Figure 4: 2D map visualization of different sourcing methods. The distance to Node 1 is derived from feature similarity. The common layout is spiral. An orange diamond represents the root page.

with 8,083 directed edges and 151 nodes (pages). For a clear network
visualization we only select top 20 neighboring nodes according
to their feature similarity (depends on the choice of sourcing rule)
to the seed node (“Film”), and display the top one-third of edges
among those selected edges based on the edge weight defined by
the times of concurrences on a third page.
Since we apply four kinds of sourcing and ranking methods
introduced as the first group of algorithmic parameters in Section 3,

in total there are 80 nodes selected for all the maps, but some
nodes might be selected by multiple sourcing rules. Table 1 shows
a dictionary of them. Since an accurate user preference prediction
requires real user behavior data, we choose the second algorithmic
parameter introduced in Section 3 as “the distance based on feature
vector similarity” instead of a user preference prediction.
As for layout options, we take the coordinates directly generated
by MDS and compute spiral and spectral coordinates in a polar
system, respectively. MDS exploits a pairwise distance matrix to
present a sense of how near or far points are from each other in a low
dimensional space (e.g., 2D plane) to users. The spiral and spectral
layouts tend to prove that users may choose their personalized
layouts beyond the traditional MDS visualization method, and the
navigation system is flexible enough to support the function. In total,
we exploit the navigation system to generate the enumerations of
available sourcing-ranking methods and layouts, some of which
are displayed in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Figure 4 illustrates the spiral 2D maps of Wikipedia nodes according to four different sourcing methods. Their common algorithmic
parameters suggest that the distance to the center node (“Film”)
corresponds to the ranking of their feature similarity to that of
the Node “Film”. For example, in Figure 4a, the semantic content
method treats Node 4 (“Television”) as the most similar neighbor to
“Film”, and the second one is Node 13 (“Soundtrack”). The farthest
neighbor is Node 19 “Animation”. In Figure 4b, according to some
network science feature (e.g., degree of a node within the sandbox),
the most significant two nodes are “Spectacle_(critical_theory)” and
“Shooting_schedule” (a daily plan of film production). For the collaborative filtering map in Figure 4c, “Visual_effects” and “Videography” occupy the nearest two locations to the center. In the PageDist
map (Figure 4d), “American_Dream" and “Bollywood" become the
nearest neighbors. Users would recognize the obvious differences
among the maps and choose their desired method for the following
browsing.
With a limit of 20 or so nodes to a canvas in Figure 4, the four
derived node sets have almost no intersection. That is, the different
metrics produce very different neighborhoods in terms of their
underlying node sets. If we use a larger bound of 50 nodes on
a given canvas, the semantic-content set and network structure
set have 10 nodes in common, the semantic-content set and collaborative filtering set share 16 nodes, while the intersection of
collaborative filtering and PageDist contains 13 nodes. Going further, the first three sets (semantic, network and collaborative), have
five nodes in common “Film_budgeting", “Cinematography”, “Roadshow_theatrical_release", “Film_industry", “Principal_photography".
The diverse navigation maps will have varying levels of utility to
different user groups.
Figure 5 displays three layouts of the same subset of nodes according to the semantic content sourcing method, with a condition
that the similar nodes of “Film" would be placed close to the center. For the MDS one (Figure 5c), the coordinates of all nodes are
derived from a similarity matrix so that the node “Film" may not
be at the center of the canvas. More importantly, MDS considers
mutual similarity between any pair of nodes on the canvas, while
for the other layouts, the comparative distance is only meaningful
between the root node “Film” and another node.

Since only the edges with a large enough weight could be added
to the map, the dense edges suggest several local clusters, such as
Nodes (4, 13, 11, 12, 7), or another group (18, 3, 8, 19) in Figure 5a.
Besides, the spiral layout clearly shows the similarity-based distance to the center node in an anti-clockwise order. For the second
spectral layout in Figure 5b, we allocate the nodes mainly in four
directions (upper right, upper left, down right, down left). It might
be more difficult to compare the distance to the center for two nodes
(e.g., Nodes 9 and 14), but the spectral layout makes it possible to
cluster the neighboring nodes into several groups and deploy each
group along a “beam”. In Figure 5c, the MDS layout considers the
distance matrix of all nodes in terms of the semantic vector of the
corresponding Wikipedia page’s title and computes their coordinates with a standard dimensionality reduction algorithm, so the
root page “Film” is automatically placed in the upper left corner.
In this way, without the special color/shape, it might not attract
users attention at the first glance. MDS is a popular standard visualization method, but when users choose the second algorithmic
parameter about closeness in the navigator as “a probability from a
predictive model”, it is more difficult to define a complete distance
matrix, especially between pairs of surrounding nodes.

Figure 6: A non-edge version of Figure 5c with MDS.
Beyond the above algorithmic parameters and layout options,
other visualization factors may be critical. Figure 6 displays the
non-link version of MDS layout, in which the neighborhood is
determined by a textual distance instead of link-based distance on
the subnetwork. We would anticipate associating such a non-edge
map with some kinds of “sliders" that would allow the picture to
vary according to user feedback.
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FUTURE WORK: DESIGN OF USER STUDY

This paper is a proof-of-concept. Before realizing a full-blown application, user study would be necessary. This is among the proposed
directions of future work. Herein we outline the plan of user study
to evaluate the Wikipedia navigator from two aspects: subjective
feeling of transparency and general user experience; the effects of
algorithmic parameters in terms of Wikipedia pages recommendation.
Questions about user experience are often an important part of a
user-oriented study [6, 14, 25, 31]. We would like to design several

questions to determine the degree that users believe the navigation
tool improves transparency via customizability and network visualization, as well as their preferred parameter settings. Possible data
processing methods/metrics for user feedback include a correlation
matrix of multiple numerical ratings [25] and statistical tests [31]
to validate some significant difference.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a proof of concept for an open
navigation tool of Wikipedia pages to broaden the understanding
of the information context of Wikipedia pages to a user, along with
a form of algorithmic transparency for the users with the goal of
enabling them to better understand why they get the current map
of a vast Wikipedia network. We find that the sourcing and ranking
method can greatly affect the set of finally selected nodes on the
canvas, and different layouts highlight (according to the different
underlying metrics) different significant neighboring nodes in the
corresponding local cluster on the map.
As per the above, future work may include a more complete user
study to quantify the effects of different algorithmic parameters on
their preference of Wikipedia pages. In this way, we may be able
to explore how the structure of Wikipedia articles influences user
navigation, and improve the design of the user interface. User data
could also contribute to other related research projects, such as a
Wikipedia based recommender. There is also the possibility of an
upgraded version of navigation tool merged into a browser (e.g., a
Chrome extension) or a back-end deployment on a web server to
speed up the Wikipedia page visualization.
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